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The Blue Duck Inn/River Homestead has one of the most picturesque settings in regional Australia. It is located on the

confluence of three rivers: the Cobungra, the Bundara, and the Mitta Mitta River. The Blue Duck Inn totally epitomises the

great hotels and lodging houses in regional Australia and is a testimony to its forefathers, who constructed it well over

100 years ago. The atmospheric architecture is incorporated into the bars and tastefully renovated cabins, all of which are

self-contained.   The Blue Duck Inn is located at Angler’s Rest, and as the name implies, the three rivers that run within the

valley are home to some of the best trout ever caught in the high country. The Blue Duck Inn was constructed in 1900 and

was added to and partially relocated in the 1920s. The site is also the home of one of the first schools in the area, which

still stands as a small log cabin, which is seen in the photography. The school originally housed the O’Connell family, as

they had so many children.  The Blue Duck Inn today. The Blue Duck Inn is now in its 110th year and is one of regional

Victoria’s jewel in the crown tourism assets. It doesn’t matter if you are a freshwater fisherman, cyclist, motorcyclist,

white river rafter, horse rider, bushwalker or just someone who loves the High Country and being located on one of the

best pristine rivers in Australia – the Blue Duck is without question the place to be. The Blue Duck Inn today comprises 3

acres / 1.2 ha of land approx. A total of 18 bedrooms, 10 bathrooms and some of the finest cabin accommodation available

in the Victorian High Country.   The bar, restaurant and commercial kitchen are impeccably presented. In summary, there

are approx. 50 seats to the restaurant, six self-contained cabins, a manager’s residence and a staff cabin. There are

numerous distinctive dining areas outside, including gazebos and various other riverside landings to take in the natural

beauty of the surrounding landscape. To be Auctioned with Vacant Possession on Thursday, 11th April at 12 noon at

Castran Head Office* or Online. To arrange a private viewing of the property, contact exclusive selling agents John

Castran 0411 502 424 or Lachlan Castran 0475 000 888.Disclaimer:All information about the property has been

provided to Castran TM Pty Ltd by third parties. Castran TM Pty Ltd has not verified the information and does not

warrant its accuracy or completeness. Parties should make and rely on their own enquiries in relation to the property.    


